PATENT PENDING

SARTIN SERVICES, INC.
Introduces the MAB ® Stretcher Conversion System
For Mass Casualty Transport

Sartin Services is the Nation’s Leader in Mass Casualty Emergency Response.
Sartin MAB® units are known by many labels:
Medical Ambulance Buses (MAB®), Evacuation Buses, and Ambulance Buses to name a few.
The fact is: Sartin MAB® units have responded to hundreds of
mass casualty events and evacuations across the country and
have transported thousands of patients. Sartin Services provides
a choice to emergency response agencies when budgets may be
limited but emergency response and evacuation needs are high.
We design all of our units to help emergency responders do their
job better.
To assist some government agencies whose budgets are shrinking,
Sartin Services has developed a lower cost stretcher conversion
system that gives emergency responders a way to provide a mass
casualty evacuation when available funds are limited.

Our new conversion system, featuring our patented
sliding stretcher system, allows a myriad of vehicles
and environments to have a stacked stretcher system
assembled and in place within hours. They are:
• Motor homes
• City buses
• School buses
• Trains
• Subway cars
• Boats
• Planes
• Free-standing buildings
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Disasters will not wait for you
to unpack a crate and assemble
a stretcher system in a vehicle.

CONVERSION AND INSTALLATION

FEATURES

A Sartin Services stretcher conversion system is suggested
for dedicated buses only! We do not advocate the removal
and reinstallation of school bus seats. This takes too much
valuable time during an emergency or disaster. Additionally,
many school districts and government agencies may question
the potential liability if school bus seats are reinstalled
incorrectly. Sartin Services recommends that you convert
a vehicle with permanent status.

The Sartin MAB® Conversion System has the same
patented sliding stretcher system found in our MAB®
buses. Responders will appreciate the ease and safety
this system offers in loading and unloading patients.
• The sliding stretchers lock into position and
eliminate vertical or horizontal movement
during transport.
• Our system also prevents swaying that a strap
system may cause.
• Our stretcher support system is secured to the
structure of the vehicle.
• We do not use a super structure that relies on
suction cups on the roof or a framework that
extends across the aisle, creating an impact
hazard for care givers.
• Our system can handle NATO military style
stretchers or standard patient stretchers.
• The full headroom rear door extension system allows
caregivers to walk into the vehicle without having to
duck under a low hanging rear door frame.
• We offer two styles of rear loading ramps: an
aluminum ramp that conveniently stores under
the vehicle or you can order a roll-up ramp.

Sartin Services offers two installation options:
1) We will ship you a complete conversion system
with everything you need to do it yourself.
2) Our highly trained installers will come to you
and provide a certified installation.
Sartin Services products embody unprecedented experience
in designing mass casualty vehicles crafted through real
world experience gained from having vehicles in service
throughout America.
For more information on a Sartin Services
MAB® Conversion System, contact us today.
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